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Dark-field neutron tomography was applied to obtain three-dimensional volumetric data
representing the distribution of micrometer and submicrometer sized structures in bulk samples.
This is a size range that complements the range of direct spatial resolution. A phase grating setup
implemented in a conventional imaging instrument enables corresponding tomographic
investigations on reasonable time scales. Different samples were investigated and demonstrate the
applicability of the method for the investigation of structural materials. Local variations in the
small-angle scattering in BiSn, AlSi, and aluminum samples were mapped and the results are
discussed with respect to the contrast formation of the method. © 2010 American Institute of
Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3298440�

Neutron imaging has seen an outstanding technical and
methodical development since digital imaging detectors have
become available about a decade ago.1 As a consequence,
state-of-the-art imaging facilities are available at many major
neutron sources that provide spatial resolutions of the order
of some 10 �m �Refs. 2–4� and time resolution down to a
few milliseconds.5–7 Additionally, neutron imaging has be-
come sensitive to magnetic fields and structures,8,9 to crys-
tallographic structure,10–12 and to the phase of the probing
radiation.13–16 Neutron dark-field contrast imaging, on the
other hand, interrogates the microstructure of samples
through the spatially resolved detection of deviations in the
�ultra-� small-angle scattering regime.17,18 Thereby radio-
graphic, but also volumetric, data visualization of the distri-
bution and inhomogeneities of micrometer and submicrome-
ter sized structures in bulk samples can be obtained. In
contrast to the crystal analyzer based method, a grating in-
terferometer setup16,17 enables corresponding three-
dimensional tomographic investigations with neutrons on
reasonable time scales. While earlier reports deal with proof-
of-principle experiments,18,19 here, neutron dark-field con-
trast imaging has been applied to various samples relevant to
material science in the work presented here.

Dark-field contrast is achieved due to small-angle scat-
tering from the microstructure of a specific sample in the
ultrasmall-angle regime. To detect dark-field contrast, a high
angular resolution of the used setup is required. Initially neu-
tron dark-field contrast imaging could be realized with
double crystal diffractometer setups,17 which are normally
applied for ultrasmall-angle neutron scattering �USANS� in-
vestigations complementing the resolvable range of conven-
tional pinhole SANS instruments in a size range between
approximately 0.1 and some 10 �m. However, a grating in-
terferometer provides similar angular resolution but a signifi-

cantly higher efficiency for imaging due to relaxed spatial
and temporal coherence requirements.16 The interferometer
for neutron imaging consists of three gratings. The first grat-
ing G0 is an absorption slit grating positioned behind the
aperture D, which defines together with the distance to the
sample L and the sample to detector distance l the geometri-
cally achievable resolution of the imaging instrument d
=l��L /D�−1. The source grating G0, however, provides a
number of partially coherent beams, which form an interfer-
ence pattern behind the phase grating G1 due to periodical
phase shifts in �. The geometry is such that the interference
patterns of the beams add constructively at the first partial
Talbot distance. There an absorption analyzer grating with a
period corresponding to the interference pattern, which can-
not be resolved by the imaging detector with an intrinsic
resolution of in the best case2–4 some 10 �m, is installed.
The pattern is resolved in each imaging pixel by a stepwise
scan of the analyzer grating. This way, the angular and spa-
tial resolution are decoupled and refraction as well as scat-
tering angles of the order of some 10 �rad �i.e., of several
arcseconds� can be detected. For USANS with cold neutrons,
such angles correspond to structure sizes in the micrometer
range, which are beyond the spatial resolution of real space
neutron imaging.

Differential phase contrast, which basically corresponds
to refraction, can normally be distinguished from the small-
angle scattering signal, i.e., dark-field contrast, because re-
fraction in a certain region of a sample causes beam devia-
tions to distinguished directions, while small-angle scattering
is responsible for a symmetric broadening of the angular
beam distribution. Consequently, refraction shifts the inter-
ference pattern corresponding to a certain angle while the
ultrasmall-angle scattering contribution reduces the contrast
of the pattern.18 However, measurements show that due to
the limited spatial resolution, refraction, i.e., differential
phase contrast, also always affects the dark-field image. Ina�Electronic mail: strobl@helmholtz-berlin.de.
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certain pixels of the imaging detector, different refracted and
nonrefracted contributions overlap, and hence diminish the
visibility of the interference fringes.19 In some of these cases,
this effect hinders clear clarification of the origin of the sig-
nal and consequently an estimation of the size of structural
inhomogeneities detected in the sample. In the following, the
results of some applied measurements will underline these
findings.

Measurements were performed using the cold neutron
radiography and tomography beamline CONRAD �Ref. 20�
at the BER2 research reactor of the Helmholtz Centre Berlin
�former Hahn-Meitner Institute�. The beam was monochro-
matized by the means of a double crystal device.12 With
typical object to detector distances of 3.5 cm, a spatial reso-
lution better than 200 �m could be achieved. The gratings
G0, G1, and G2 had periods of 791.5, 7.96, and 4 �m, re-
spectively. Scans over one period of the interference pattern
of the grating interferometer were performed with 20 �radio-
grams�, respectively, 10 �tomographic projections� equidis-
tant steps with an exposure time of 120–180 s for every step.

Three kinds of samples were investigated. The first type
of samples were crystalline BiSn sheets with thicknesses of
1.4 and 0.8 mm and sizes of 45�20 mm2. These were mea-
sured radiographically. The thin and weakly attenuating
samples neither provided sufficient conventional attenuation
contrast �Fig. 1�a�� nor significant differential phase contrast.
In contrast, the dark-field image displays several features in
one of the sheets �Fig. 1�b��. In order to learn more about the
obvious structural inhomogeneities, the samples have been
exposed in an x-ray imaging setup �U=150 keV, microfocus
tube� with a spatial resolution of 22 �m. This was only pos-
sible due to the low thickness of the sample because the
attenuation of the BiSn sample is significant in this case. The
result shown in Fig. 1�c� displays void structures in several
positions of the sample corresponding well to the features
detected in the neutron dark-field image. However, it be-
comes obvious in the x-ray image that the voids have sizes of
up to 150–500 �m and are hence too big to provide US-
ANS signals. These structures are in the range of the limit of
the spatial resolution of the neutron instrument. However, the
attenuation contrast is too low to image them, and because
the shapes are highly irregular, the differential phase effects
they induce are not detected as such. That means that the

beam is refracted at the structures. However, due to the ir-
regular shapes of the structures, beam deviations to different
directions occur within areas of the size of the spatial reso-
lution. Hence, diminished amplitudes of the interference pat-
tern typical for dark-field contrast are found rather than
phase shifts, as would be expected for refraction.16,18,19 Con-
sequently, structures of the order of the spatial resolution can
cause dark-field contrast despite of the fact that they are too
big to cause significant USANS �Fig. 1�d��.

Another class of samples investigated were cast binary
AlSi ingots with approximately cylindrical shapes obtained
using Ransley molds. These samples are relevant materials
for the aircraft and automotive industry and the effects of
different amounts of hydrogen in the liquid metal prior to
casting was being evaluated on the internal structure and
homogeneity. Corresponding hydrogen contents in the liquid
metal ranged from trace amounts of up to 0.36 ml/100 g. The
initial radiographic images display inhomogeneities with re-
spect to inner structures in attenuation as well as dark-field
contrast in some samples, while the differential phase images
provide contrast only due to the edges of the outer shape of
the samples �Fig. 2�a��. However, significantly more types
and amount of features are visible in the dark-field images.
As the features displayed in the attenuation contrast image
are of higher attenuation than the surrounding material, it can
be speculated that these might be pores filled with hydrogen
�or other inclusions�. Therefore it is likely that structures of
similar size displayed only in the dark-field image might be
hollow pores. The dark-field images show clearly that micro-
scopic structures are present in the samples and these are
very different for the samples of different castings. In the
radiography, these signals are superposed by contrast differ-

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Attenuation contrast radiography of BiSn plate;
��b� and �c�� dark-field contrast and an x-ray image of the sample, respec-
tively. Circles mark main areas where inner structures are found in �b� and
�c�. �d� Schematic drawing of development of dark-field contrast �top� vs
differential phase contrast �bottom�.

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Attenuation, �b� differential phase, and �c� dark-
field contrast of cast AlSi ingots containing different amounts of hydrogen in
the initial melt �four samples side by side�. �d� Volumetric representation of
dark-field contrast tomography reconstruction �top view of four samples�.
�e� A photograph of one sample.
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ences due to different sample thicknesses in the specific area.
Therefore, a tomographic scan was performed with these
samples. One hundred and one projection images were re-
corded, respectively, derived from the grating scans in each
angular position. The result of a reconstruction of the dark-
field signal such as described in Strobl et al.18,19 is given in
Fig. 2. The image displays the mentioned structural hetero-
geneities in three dimensions. A more detailed analyses of
the results, together with complementary studies on these
samples, is beyond the scope of this paper and will be given
elsewhere.

As a third application, radiographic and tomographic
measurements were also performed on five Al alloy fatigue
test samples. All samples had outer dimensions of 31�33
�2.7 mm3. In the volume of one specific sample microc-
racks due to fatigue damage could be identified in the radio-
graphic image as well as in the tomographic slices �Figs.
3�a�–3�d��. All samples were Al-alloys with similar concen-
trations of Cu �2%–4.3%�, Mg �2.3%–2.7%�, Mn �0%–
0.7%�, and Si �0%–0.4%�. Consequently, they could not be
distinguished in attenuation based images �Fig. 3�e��. How-
ever, one of them is found to display significantly different
contrast in the dark-field images �Fig. 3�f�� and is therefore
expected to differ correspondingly in its microstructure. In
order to verify this finding, the Al specimens were subjected
to scanning electron microscopy �SEM� investigations which
support the conclusions drawn based on the dark-field con-
trast images �Figs. 3�g� and 3�h��. The specimen providing
the low dark-field contrast is much more homogeneous in its
microstructure and displays significantly less pores and in-
clusions, both of which give rise to ultrasmall-angle scatter-
ing for the found size range between 0.5 and around 10 �m.
Additionally, energy dispersive x-ray measurements showed
that the precipitates in the high contrast samples contain con-
siderably higher concentrations of Cu, which increases the
scattering length contrast, as compared to the matrix mate-
rial, and are hence appropriate to increase the scattering from
these structures. Consequently, in the case of these Al
samples, not only a structural defect due to a fatigue loading,
but also microstructural differences, which are most likely
related to the sample manufacture and treatment, and which

are not amenable to conventional neutron imaging tech-
niques could be resolved and visualized.

Measurements on various samples with a grating inter-
ferometer for neutron imaging have demonstrated that micro-
scopic structures and inhomogeneities on a size range from
below 1 �m to several hundreds of micrometers, i.e., about
two orders of magnitude but beyond the real space spatial
resolution of the imaging setup could be identified and lo-
cated three-dimensionally. The information content of dark-
field contrast investigations could be shown to be comple-
mentary to that achieved with more conventional techniques
such as attenuation and phase contrast. However, different
origins of the dark-field signal have to be taken into account,
namely, ultrasmall-angle scattering and refraction, which
might complicate a straightforward interpretation of specific
results with respect to the quantification of the size of inho-
mogeneities and defects. The application of the method in
different investigations and the promising results also in
comparison to attenuation and differential phase contrast
clearly underline the outstanding potential of the novel
method for various material science and engineering appli-
cations.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Dark-field contrast radiography �b� and tomogra-
phy of Al fatigue test sample; �c� and �d� are corresponding details of the
images in �a� and �b� highlighting microcracks in the interior of the speci-
men. �e� and �f� are attenuation and dark-field contrast radiographies of five
fatigue test samples in the tomography geometry. The second sample from
top corresponds to �a�–�d� as well as to the SEM image in �g�. �h� is a SEM
image of one of the other samples �4th from top in �e� and �f��.
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